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THE SPECIAL AGENT DYLAN KANE THRILLERS SERIES: BOOKS 1-3
UnderMill Press “Dylan Kane leaves James Bond in his dust!” The ﬁrst three thrillers
in the Special Agent Dylan Kane series from award winning USA Today and million
copy bestselling author J. Robert Kennedy. If you enjoy Bond, Bourne, and Hunt, then
you’ll love Dylan Kane. ROGUE OPERATOR IN ORDER TO SAVE THE COUNTRY HE
LOVES, DYLAN KANE MUST FIRST BETRAY IT. Dylan Kane is in a race across the globe
to stop a conspiracy reaching the highest levels of political and corporate America,
that if not stopped, could lead to war with an enemy armed with a weapon far worse
than anything in the American arsenal, with the potential to not only destroy the
world, but consume it. CONTAINMENT FAILURE THE BLACK DEATH KILLED ALMOST
HALF OF EUROPE’S POPULATION. THIS TIME IT WILL BE BILLIONS. New Orleans has
been quarantined, an unknown virus sweeping the city, killing one hundred percent
of those infected. The CDC, desperate to ﬁnd a cure, is approached by BioDyne
Pharma who reveal a former employee has turned a cutting-edge medical treatment
into a weapon, and released it. The stakes have never been higher as Kane battles to
save not only his friends and the country he loves, but all of mankind. COLD
WARRIORS THE COUNTRY'S BEST HOPE IN DEFEATING A FORGOTTEN SOVIET
WEAPON LIES WITH DYLAN KANE AND THE COLD WARRIORS WHO ORIGINALLY
DISCOVERED IT. Dylan Kane stumbles upon a meeting between a known Chechen
drug lord and a retired general once responsible for the entire Soviet nuclear
arsenal. Money is exchanged for a data stick and the resulting transmission begins a
race across the globe to discover just what was sold, the only clue a reference to a
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top-secret Soviet weapon called Crimson Rush. WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT
THE DYLAN KANE SERIES ★★★★★ “The action sequences are particularly wellwritten and exciting, without being overblown.” ★★★★★ “I love how the author
explains what’s needed but doesn’t just ramble on in narrative.” ★★★★★ “The
events in this adventure are so real and so heart pounding you can’t put it down. Mr.
Kennedy is by far my favorite writer.” ★★★★★ “Don’t mess with Kane, he takes no
prisoners, especially when you target his friends.” ★★★★★ “This is one of the best
stories I have ever read. The action and plot is believable and exciting and of course
the climax is nail biting stuﬀ. This author sure knows his stuﬀ - if not, he does a great
job of convincing his reader that he does!” ★★★★★ “Fast paced international spy
thriller with good old American values among its main characters. I’d like to think we
really do have agents like Kane.”

CAID: DAKONIAN ALIEN MAIL ORDER BRIDES #3 (INTERGALACTIC
DATING AGENCY)
Cara Bristol How to lose an alien in fourteen days Matchmaker Jessie Hancock has a
perfect record helping others ﬁnd their Mr. or Ms. Right through the Intergalactic
Dating Agency until Caid arrives. The sinfully handsome, smooth-talking alien is
everything she’s dreamed of—but can’t have. Even if he was interested in a curvy,
freckle-faced redheaded wallﬂower, it’s forbidden for employees to date clients, so
she works hard to ﬁnd him a woman. But when none of the dates meets with his
approval, her boss gives her an ultimatum—ﬁnd Caid a match or else! With her heart
breaking and her job on the line, she launches a plan to introduce Caid to a woman
he’ll ﬁnd irresistible. The instant Caid from planet Dakon lays eyes on Jessie with the
beautiful orange hair, he knows the Fates have chosen her for him. To get closer to
her, he goes along with her attempts to “match” him with someone else while doing
his best to charm her and convince her they’re meant for each other. Despite his
eﬀorts, she continues to insist she can’t be his mate. Now time is running out, and if
he can’t up his game, he’ll lose her forever.

ATON: DAKONIAN ALIEN MAIL ORDER BRIDES #2 (INTERGALACTIC
DATING AGENCY)
Cara Bristol For an alien and a human girl, all’s fair in love and courtship… Attorney
Toni Sutterman is on the fast-track, her success all but an open-and-shut case when
she realizes she lacks what’s really important: true love. With marriage-minded men
in short supply on planet Earth, she joins the Intergalactic Dating Agency hoping to
ﬁnd a good match with an extraterrestrial. When her alien mate ﬁnally arrives, he
proves beyond all doubt to be the man of her dreams: tall, sexy, romantic, and
totally devoted to her. So what if there’s a bit of gray area about how he actually got
here? Aton of planet Dakon doesn’t mean to pull a fast one. He has every intent to
play by the rules until false accusations get him escorted from the spaceship just
before it blasts oﬀ. Neither spurious allegations nor the vastness of space will keep
him from his mate, so he makes his own way to Earth to claim the female he was
promised. As soon as he sees Toni, he recognizes her as his Fated mate. Conﬁdent
he’s acted in good faith, he focuses on courting her and beginning their life together.
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But when a rival discovers the truth and administers some rough justice, will Toni be
willing to break the rules and become Aton’s partner in crime to save their future…or
will she play by the book?

PSY: ALIEN CASTAWAYS 3 (INTERGALACTIC DATING AGENCY)
Cara Bristol Can an alien mind reader free her from a prison of silence? Cassie
Steward has not spoken a word. Ever. A congenital defect robbed her of the ability to
speak. Craving independence from her overprotective, well-meaning mother, she
gets a job at the antique store in their small town. Then she meets Psy, an alien with
telepathic abilities. From the moment his mind touches hers, the universe seems
within her grasp, and she envisions fulﬁlling all her dreams with Psy at her side. Soon
after encountering the beautiful, shy Cassie, Psy realizes she’s his genmate. It
doesn’t matter she can’t talk—he loves her as she is. But as their telepathic
connection deepens, he begins to suspect her inability to speak is more than a
congenital happenstance. Something far more sinister appears to be keeping her a
virtual prisoner. He’s certain his psychic powers can unlock the secrets in Cassie’s
mind. But will revealing the truth liberate her…or destroy their bond?

FATE'S WARRIORS TRILOGY
BUNDLE: BOOKS 1 - 3
Seize The Night Agency This book contains the complete trilogy of the Fate's
Warriors series. Note: This series contains characters from the Mortis, Shifter Squad
and Hellscourge series, but it can be read as a standalone series. God of Mischief:
Locked in a never-ending battle for supremacy, the balance between good and evil is
approaching a climax that will determine the destiny of every living being. Advocate
for Order, Fate has chosen three warriors to face the agent of Chaos; Loki. Torn from
their worlds, Natalie, Lexi and Violet will embark on a multi- dimensional mission.
Their task is far more than just to save their own version of Earth. This time, the
stakes are much higher. Seeking revenge for being banished from Asgard, Loki has
found some unlikely allies to assist him. Once he has defeated Odin and his army, he
will turn his attention to Earth. With seven billion slaves to command, nothing will
stop him from achieving what he has always craved; ultimate power. Fate isn’t going
to make conquering Earth easy for Loki. She uses her well-honed manipulation skills
to try to sway him from the dark path he’s chosen. Bianca Caldwell, a helpless mortal
who knows nothing about Gods or monsters, will be drawn into the maelstrom with
no hope of escape. God of Mayhem: The Shifter Squad is called back into action as
Lexi, Natalie and Violet travel to the next dimension in search of their target. Lexi’s
world comes under threat from the very being who created shapeshifters so long
ago. Again, Loki has allied himself with the Grimgorg, but this time he has new
monsters at his beck and call. Loki on the Alpha World continues to strive to keep
Bianca Caldwell safe as Fate had instructed him. The girl is an unwanted burden that
he wishes he could foist oﬀ onto someone else. Instead, he is stuck with her and his
very future could depend on keeping her alive. Lexi and her team must once again
step up to save their world, but their version of Loki has tricks at his disposal that will
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make things very diﬃcult for them. They must rely on the two warriors from other
realities to help them defeat their enemies. Fate chose them for a reason and they
have to trust that neither of them will buckle under the pressure. God of Malice:
Violet’s world has only recently recovered from being invaded, but it is now about to
be subjected to an attack by aliens. Her angelic and human friends will need to step
up once again to save their planet. They will be instrumental in helping Hellscourge
and her fellow warriors save humanity from enslavement. Bianca has felt like a pawn
ever since she fell into Loki’s arms. When Fate contacts her directly and gives her a
task, she realizes her hunch is correct. Her mission is monumental and she isn’t sure
that she can pull it oﬀ. For the sake of humanity, she has to do the impossible;
change the mind of a god. Violet’s version of Loki has allied himself with creatures
who are even more sly and treacherous than he is. His choice of partners will prove
to be more of a danger than he’d anticipated, but he’d never expected the peril
would be to himself.

CHAMELEON: ALIEN CASTAWAYS1 (INTERGALACTIC DATING AGENCY)
Cara Bristol When you wish upon a falling star, er, UFO… Young widow Kevanne
Girardi catches sight of a meteorite streaking across the sky and wishes for a good
handyman to help make her rundown lavender farm a big success. Instead, she gets
a shapeshifting alien who apparently has never seen a leaky faucet before. But his
loving and noble spirit make him just the man to ﬁx her wounded heart. He hasn’t
promised her forever, but a girl can hope, can’t she? Maybe she’ll make another
wish. When his ship tumbles out of the sky and lands on Earth, Chameleon never
expects to fall for a human woman. Unfortunately, he can’t stay. He made a mistake
that led to the devastation of an entire planet, and now the survivors are depending
on him to get them to safety. He must repair his ship and leave before the Xeno
Consortium ﬁnds him and Earth becomes endangered, too. But oh, he wishes he
could stay with Kevanne forever. Can a wrinkle in fate make their wishes come true?
Chameleon is the sexy, heart-tugging ﬁrst book of the Alien Castaways alien
romance series.

SHADOW: ALIEN CASTAWAYS 4 (INTERGALACTIC DATING AGENCY)
Cara Bristol Their perfect love may demand the ultimate sacriﬁce. Tragedy sends
clairvoyant Mandy Ellison to seek refuge in the small town of Argent, Idaho. Her ESP
failed her, and now she’s closing her eyes to the second sight forever—until Shadow,
an alien from planet ’Topia, comes into her healing and wellness center with a
request. Will she help him ﬁnd a mate? Time has run out for Shadow. His genetics
have been programmed with a self-destruct sequence. If he doesn’t bond with a
genmate, a female carrying the same mating gene, he will die. But how will he ﬁnd
her? The new clairvoyant in town oﬀers his last desperate hope for survival. As
Shadow and Mandy work together to locate a genetic match, the star-crossed pair
fall in love. Unfortunately, every indication shows they are not genmates. Will Mandy
ﬁnd him a mate, hand him over to another woman, and save his life—or will Shadow
decide true love is worth dying for? Shadow is a heart-tugging, sensual, happily-everafter alien romance in Alien Castaways series.
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INFERNO: ALIEN CASTAWAYS 5 (INTERGALACTIC DATING AGENCY)
Cara Bristol This alien will have a devil of a time convincing her they’re mates. Take
nothing at face value. That’s Geneva Walker’s motto. But when a ﬁendishly
handsome man complete with horns and a tail strolls into the church where she
works as a secretary—even a hardcore nonbeliever would jump to conclusions.
Extraterrestrial Inferno has searched in vain for his genmate, the one woman his
Luciferan DNA has chosen for him. When he locates her in the church of a small
Idaho town, the last thing he expects is for her to throw him out as though he was
Satan himself. How can he prove to the beautiful skeptic they are meant for each
other when he can’t even convince her he’s an alien? Inferno is book 5 of Alien
Castaways alien romance series. Buy Inferno for a diabolically sexy, fun read.

HER ROGUE ALPHA
Sourcebooks, Inc. "Does it get any better than this? Tyler...is an absolute master of
the genre!"-Fresh Fiction for Her Wild Hero HE'LL DO ANYTHING FOR HER Former
Special Forces Lieutenant Jayson Harmon can't believe that his war scars don't
matter to beautiful feline shifter Layla Halliwell. Why would she saddle herself with a
broken man? But Layla knows that Jayson is a hero to the core, and that only she can
heal his wounded soul. So when Jayson is deployed on another deadly mission, no
way is Layla staying behind... X-Ops Series Her Perfect Mate (Book 1) Her Lone Wolf
(Book 2) Her Secret Agent (novella) Her Wild Hero (Book 3) Her Fierce Warrior (Book
4) Her Rogue Alpha (Book 5) Her True Match (coming March 2017) More praise for
Paige Tyler's X-Ops series: "Non-stop action and thrilling romance."-Cynthia Eden,
New York Times bestselling author "Sexy, smart and suspenseful-Paige Tyler just
keeps getting better!"-HelenKay Dimon, bestselling author of the Bad Boys
Undercover series

HUNTER ELITE SERIES: BUNDLE 3: BOOKS 7 - 9
Seize The Night Publishing Agency This bundle contains books seven to nine of the
Hunter Elite Series. Hunting A Relic: Succumbing to Alakay’s master vampire power,
Ari becomes his unwilling servant. Luckily, she isn’t alone in the lair he’s chosen to
lurk in. She makes an unlikely friend who could turn out to be beneﬁcial to her in the
long run. All she has to do is pretend she isn’t an evil, soulless monster now. How
hard could that be? The Hunter Elite and Jake Everett desperately search for a way
to retrieve Ari’s soul. When a solution is presented to them, Jake must make a deal
that will be ﬁlled with peril. If they wish to succeed, they’ll need Ari’s cooperation to
accomplish it. Now that she’s become a full vampire, they all know it won’t be easy
to get her to see reason. The team will need to split up as they all tackle their
separate tasks. They will face dangerous foes and some will travel to realms they’d
never expected, or wanted to visit. They will become allies with creatures they are
normally enemies with to serve a common goal, but their alliance will be shaky. Ari
ﬁnally embarks on the mysterious task to retrieve a relic from somewhere no one
has ever returned from before. It will be her most hazardous mission so far and even
with her magical abilities, she isn’t sure she’ll succeed. The worst part is that she
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won’t be going alone. She’ll have company she would rather see dead than to be
partnered with. Hunting The Dark: Ari ﬁnally gets a chance to contact the pixies. It is
her hope that they will give her some of their magical dust so she can cast the spell
that will nullify Spencer’s control over the people she loves. Their assistance won’t
be free. They require her to perform a diﬃcult and dangerous task before they’ll
hand over their dust. Before she can tackle that problem, Von Hades sends the
Hunter Elite out on a new mission. This one is stranger than most and their foes are
both deadly and elusive. It isn’t going to be easy to hunt the Dark and survive. Jake
Everett and his small sidekick, Rudy, will be joining them. Until their war with the
demon, the witch and the druids is over, they’ll be sticking together. Morgwen
returns from her journey through the portal to another realm. She had brought allies
that can kill with one touch with her. The Earth has never seen their like before and
even Spencer is fearful that the witch’s army might not be stoppable. Enemies will
have to band together to have a chance of defeating their mutual nemesis. Hunting
A Dragon: Ari now has everything she needs to break her friends and herself free
from Spencer Von Hades’ thralldom. They are all aware that doing so will turn them
into the demon’s enemy. With Morgwen and her army of dead, undead and Dread
Wraiths to contend with, they have to hope he will focus on her rather than on them.
In order to defeat Morgwen, they need the relic Ari retrieved from the Deadworld.
Unfortunately, Spencer has it locked away and under guard in one of his enchanted
mansions. Stealing it from him won’t be easy. They will have to utilize their various
skills in order to achieve their goal. Harrow and his druids now have the mask of a
long-dead demi-god in their possession. Once it has been repaired, whoever wears it
could become even more dangerous than Morgwen. Faced with three powerful
enemies, the Hunter Elite will need the help of an ally that vanished from Earth
thousands of years ago. They fear that only a dragon will have the power they need
to vanquish their foes.

HER FIERCE WARRIOR
Sourcebooks, Inc. The woman tensed. As anger and fear ricocheted across her face,
her eyes changed from red to green to brown in a dizzying display like nothing he'd
ever seen. Every instinct in Angelo's body screamed at him to lunge for his weapon.
Instead he set his feet for impact, blocking her slashing claws. Unbelievably, after a
few moments of struggling, she went still, all the ﬁght gone... Minka isn't sure she
should trust the sexy Special Forces soldier who found her. Subjected to horrors, on
the run from scientists set on locking her in a cage, Minka is terriﬁed of the monster
she's becoming...and somehow, Angelo is the only one who can calm the beast
inside her and make her feel safe. But can she trust the way he makes her feel when
she's not even sure she can trust herself? X-Ops Series Her Perfect Mate (Book 1)
Her Lone Wolf (Book 2) Her Secret Agent (novella) Her Wild Hero (Book 3) Her Fierce
Warrior (Book 4) Her Rogue Alpha (Book 5) Her True Match (coming March 2017)
Praise for Paige Tyler's X-Ops series: "This series gets better and better."-RT Book
Reviews, 4 1⁄2 Stars "Wow, just wow!"-Fresh Fiction
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THE EMPOWERED SERIES COLLECTION, BOOKS 1-3
Dale Ivan Smith

HER PERFECT MATE
Sourcebooks, Inc. "Absolutely perfect. One of the best books I've read in years. I
deﬁnitely want more of Paige Tyler's shifters."-Kate Douglas, bestselling author of
the Wolf Tales series He's a High-Octane Special Ops Pro When Special Forces
Captain Landon Donovan is pulled from an op in Afghanistan, he is surprised to
discover he's been hand-picked for a special assignment with the Department of
Covert Operations (DCO), a secret division he's never heard of. Terrorists are
kidnapping biologists and he and his partner have to stop them. But his new partner
is a beautiful, sexy woman who looks like she couldn't hurt a ﬂy-never mind take
down a terrorist. She's Not Your Average Covert Operative Ivy Halliwell is no kitten.
She's a feline shifter, and more dangerous than she looks. She's worked with a string
of hotheaded military guys who've underestimated her special skills in the past. But
when she's partnered with special agent Donovan, a man sexy enough to make any
girl purr, things begin to heat up... X-Ops Series Her Perfect Mate (Book 1) Her Lone
Wolf (Book 2) Her Secret Agent (novella) Her Wild Hero (Book 3) Her Fierce Warrior
(Book 4) Her Rogue Alpha (Book 5) Her True Match (coming March 2017) More praise
for Her Perfect Mate: "A wild, hot, and sexy ride. I loved it!"-Terry Spear, USA Today
bestselling author of A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing "Her Perfect Mate...is one hell of an
adventure."-Night Owl Reviews, 5 Stars, Reviewer Top Pick!

THE KRYTOS TRAP
Spectra A killer virus called krytos makes its way across Coruscant, decimating the
population and sowing seeds of rebellion

HER TRUE MATCH
Sourcebooks, Inc. FORCED TOGETHER When feline shifter Dreya Clark is escorted
from the police interrogation by two secret agents, she thinks she's dodged a bullet.
That sexy detective Braden Hayes caught her stealing red-handed. When she ﬁnds
out what she has to do to stay out of jail, suddenly she's missing the hot cop with the
piercing gaze. She's being recruited for her shifter abilities by the Department of
Covert Operations. WILL DANGER RIP THEM APART? Braden has been chasing the
smart-mouthed cat burglar for years. But when Dreya's taken away, he knows their
game of cat and mouse has turned deadly-serious. There's no way he'll let her go oﬀ
alone. Fur ﬂies and temperatures ﬂare as Braden realizes Dreya is much more than
she appears. Thrown together on a dangerous covert mission, this unlikely pair will
have to rely on each other to make it out alive. X-Ops Series Her Perfect Mate (Book
1) Her Lone Wolf (Book 2) Her Secret Agent (novella) Her Wild Hero (Book 3) Her
Fierce Warrior (Book 4) Her Rogue Alpha (Book 5) Her True Match (Book 6) Praise for
Paige Tyler's pulse-pounding X-Ops series "Sexy, smart and suspenseful-Paige Tyler
just keeps getting better!"-HelenKay Dimon, award-winning author of the Bad Boys
Undercover series for Her Fierce Warrior "Action-packed and suspenseful... A thrilling
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read."-Omnivoracious for Her Fierce Warrior "Does it get any better than this?
Tyler...is an absolute master of the genre!"-Fresh Fiction for Her Wild Hero

SHIFTER SQUAD NEXT GEN: BUNDLE 3: BOOKS 7 - 9
Seize The Night Publishing Agency This bundle contains books 7 - 9 of the Shifter
Squad Next Gen series. Prince’s Bride: Brynn Bailey is unique even for a member of
the Shifter Squad. She’s half lamia and half shifter and she thought she would never
ﬁnd anyone like herself. That all changed when Prince Gedniah was drawn to her
world. He doesn’t have a fully human form, but he and his clan are eerily similar to
lamias. A month has passed since the snake-people arrived and now the prince has
asked to see her. Brynn is cautious and is aware that he cast a mysterious spell on
her when they ﬁrst met. Despite her trepidation, she agrees to see him. She’s never
met anyone like him before and feels irresistibly drawn to him. Gedniah’s people are
in trouble and he needs her help to save them. Brynn is torn when she ﬁnds out
exactly what he wants from her. She’s the only one who can prevent his clan from
dying, but agreeing to his plan could cost her more than she’s willing to give up.
Mystical Schemes: With so many strong personalities living in one building, tensions
are bound to ﬂare up sometimes. When Sydney pushes Crowmon too far, they learn
that it’s a very bad idea to mock a god. Their trivial arguments turn nasty and he
casts a spell that will result in more than just bruised egos. During one of their
missions, the squad faces a target that’s far too strong and well-armored for them to
take down. They will need to rely on Alex to raise something strong enough to defeat
it. Agent Steel and his wife have temporarily joined the team during this job. As tests
go, this one is a doozy. Alex comes face to face with Irene Dawson again and an
unexpected ally comes to her aid. Everyone has a breaking point and each new
trauma is pushing Alex closer to hers. Seeing her friends ﬁnding their mates and
being so happy can only add to her growing misery. Twins’ Bond: Nick has always
been in his big brother’s shadow and never quite felt like he measured up to Liam.
When their little sister comes home traumatized from her latest abduction, Nick
takes matters into his own hands. He decides to go on a hunt alone to ensure Alex
won’t have to face fear like that again. Liam has always been the dominant twin and
the leader of the younger generation of the Shifter Squad. His shoulders are weighed
down by the responsibility Agent Steel has given him. Even with all of his skills and
training, he can’t always keep his team safe. Sometimes, he feels like a failure and
that he’ll never be good enough. Both twins go oﬀ alone during their short break
from missions, but their vacations are anything but peaceful. They’ll be forced to
confront their own issues that neither of them wanted dragged out into the light. It
will either break them, or make them strong enough to face the ordeal they sense is
coming.

WAR AGAINST THE MAFIA
Open Road Media The ﬁrst book in the classic vigilante action series from a “writer
who spawned a genre” (The New York Times). Overseas, Mack Bolan was dubbed
“Sgt. Mercy” for the compassion he showed the innocent. On the home front, they’re
calling him the Executioner for what he’s doing to the guilty. In the jungles of
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Southeast Asia, American sniper Mack Bolan honed his skills. After twelve years, with
ninety-ﬁve conﬁrmed hits, he returns home to Massachusetts. But it’s not to reunite
with his family, it’s to bury them—victims in a mass murder/suicide. Even though
Bolan’s own father pulled the trigger, he knows the old man was no killer. He was
driven to madness by Maﬁa thugs who have turned his idyllic hometown into a new
kind of war zone. Duty calls . . . Introducing an action hero “who would make Jack
Reacher think twice,” this is the ﬁrst book in the iconic series of vigilante justice that
has become a publishing phenomenon (Empireonline.com). With more than two
hundred million Executioner books sold since its debut, the series continues to
stimulate. Gerry Conway, cocreator of Marvel Comics’ The Punisher, credits the
Executioner as “my inspiration . . . that’s what gave me the idea for the lone, slightly
psychotic avenger.” The series is also now in development as a major motion
picture. War Against the Maﬁa is the 1st book in the Executioner series, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

SHIFTER SQUAD NEXT GEN: BUNDLE 1: BOOKS 1 - 3
Seize The Night Publishing Agency This bundle contains books 1 – 3 of the Shifter
Squad Next Gen series. Ink Cursed: Raised by a malevolent witch in an isolated cabin
in the woods, Alex is being kept prisoner for her own good. A monster is trapped
inside her and it desperately wants out. The enchantments that are tattooed on her
body keep it contained, for now. As her eighteenth birthday approaches, Alex feels
the beast growing stronger. So does the witch. They both know the spells won’t be
enough to control her inner evil. Her captor plans to ensure the creature will never
be free, but the teen ﬁnally rebels. Escaping from captivity, Alex meets a wounded
vampire and the girls decide to band together. They head to Denver and run into a
team who work for the Shifter Squad. As the truth comes out about her origins, Alex
wishes she could control her own life, but the spells are too insidious. Until she can
ﬁnd a way to dispel them, she’ll have to stay with the squad. She’ll be working with
twin werewolves, a werecougar, a wereconstrictor and the extremely sexy new
recruit, Jaxon Remington. Jax seems strangely familiar from the ﬁrst moment they
meet. How can she possibly know him when she’s never seen him before? Is it
possible he’s the mate she’s been dreaming about? If so, things are bound to be
awkward, since it seems they’ll be working closely together. Invisible Chains: Now an
agent of the Shifter Squad, Alex learns more about the evil witch who kidnapped her
when she was a baby. It seems Irene Dawson has a vendetta against the older
generation of the squad. The witch is using Alex as a tool and she’s relentless in her
pursuit of revenge. The younger generation are sent to investigate dangerous
creatures that keep cropping up across the US. Alex is constrained by the spells that
are tattooed on her body. She feels useless compared to the others. It’s frustrating
not being able to use all of her abilities, but at least she has a couple of skills the
witch can’t control. She might not be able to ﬁght, or use weapons to take down her
enemies, but she’s far from defenseless, thanks to her necromancy. Alex’s attraction
to Jax increases as they spend more time together. Agent Remington is torn between
his duty to the squad and what his heart wants. They’ve both had traumatic
childhoods and have been damaged by their abusive wardens. If they’re fated to be
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together, they’ll overcome all obstacles, but it won’t be an easy road to travel. Risky
Bargains: Alex has not only lost the man she’d hoped would be her mate, she’s also
now stuck with an alpha werewolf. Heath Franko has joined the Shifter Squad and
he’s determined to seduce her. The rookie has no chance of winning her over, but
that won’t stop him from trying. At least Alex isn’t the only one who despises the
alpha hole. The entire team wants him gone. Crowmon uses his talents as a trickster
god to prank Franko. He hopes to drive the arrogant newbie into quitting voluntarily.
The alpha is too stubborn to take the hint that he isn’t wanted. It’ll take something
drastic to make him leave the squad. Needing to know the real reason why Jax left,
Alex tracks him down when they’re on a mission near his base. She has a hunch that
it wasn’t his choice to leave the team. She’ll have to keep her visit to him a secret
from most of the squad. Yas and Emma are the only ones she really trusts. Even they
aren’t aware of the bond she has with Jaxson Remington.

ROGUE KNIGHT
CreateSpace "Mesmerizing medieval romance! A vivid portrayal of love ﬂourishing
amidst the turbulence of the years after the Norman Conquest." -- Kathryn Le Veque,
USA Today Bestselling Author York, England 1069... three years after the Norman
Conquest The North of England seethes with discontent under the heavy hand of
William the Conqueror, who unleashes his fury on the rebels who dare to defy him.
Amid the ensuing devastation, love blooms in the heart of a gallant Norman knight
for a Yorkshire widow. A LOVE NEITHER CAN DENY, A PASSION NEITHER CAN RESIST
Angry at the cruelty she has witnessed at the Normans' hands, Emma of York is torn
between her loyalty to her noble Danish father, a leader of the rebels, and her
growing passion for an honorable French knight. Loyal to King William, Sir Geoﬀroi de
Tournai has no idea Emma hides a secret that could mean death for him and his
fellow knights. WAR DREW THEM TOGETHER, WAR WOULD TEAR THEM APART War
erupts, tearing asunder the tentative love growing between them, leaving each the
enemy of the other. Will Sir Geoﬀroi, convinced Emma has betrayed him, defy his
king to save her?

ROGUE OPERATOR
UnderMill Press “Dylan Kane leaves James Bond in his dust!” ★★★★★ FROM AWARD
WINNING USA TODAY & MILLION COPY BESTSELLING AUTHOR J. ROBERT KENNEDY
★★★★★ IN ORDER TO SAVE THE COUNTRY HE LOVES, DYLAN KANE MUST FIRST
BETRAY IT. Three top secret research scientists are presumed dead in a boating
accident, but the kidnapping of their families the same day raises questions the FBI
and local police can’t answer, leaving them waiting for a ransom demand that will
never come. Central Intelligence Agency Analyst Chris Leroux stumbles upon the
story, and ﬁnds a phone conversation that was never supposed to happen. When he
reports it to his boss, the National Clandestine Services Chief, he is
uncharacteristically reprimanded for conducting an unauthorized investigation and
told to leave it to the FBI. But he can’t let it go. For he knows something the FBI
doesn’t. One of the scientists is alive. Leroux makes a call to his childhood friend, CIA
Special Agent Dylan Kane, leading to a race across the globe to stop a conspiracy
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reaching the highest levels of political and corporate America, that if not stopped,
could lead to war with an enemy armed with a weapon far worse than anything in
the American arsenal, with the potential to not only destroy the world, but consume
it. Award winning USA Today and million copy bestselling author J. Robert Kennedy
introduces Rogue Operator, the ﬁrst installment of his newest series, The Special
Agent Dylan Kane Thrillers, promising to bring all of the action and intrigue of the
James Acton Thrillers with a hero who lives below the radar, waiting for his country to
call when it most desperately needs him. If you enjoy Bond, Bourne, and Hunt, then
you’ll love Dylan Kane. Get your copy today, and meet one of America's secret
heroes: Special Agent Dylan Kane. WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE DYLAN
KANE SERIES ★★★★★ “The action sequences are particularly well-written and
exciting, without being overblown.” ★★★★★ “I love how the author explains what's
needed but doesn't just ramble on in narrative.” ★★★★★ “The events in this
adventure are so real and so heart pounding you can't put it down. Mr. Kennedy is by
far my favorite writer.” ★★★★★ “Don’t mess with Kane, he takes no prisoners,
especially when you target his friends.” ★★★★★ “This is one of the best stories I
have ever read. The action and plot is believable and exciting and of course the
climax is nail biting stuﬀ. This author sure knows his stuﬀ - if not, he does a great job
of convincing his reader that he does!” ★★★★★ “Fast paced international spy
thriller with good old American values among its main characters. I'd like to think we
really do have agents like Kane.” USA Today bestselling author J. Robert Kennedy’s
novels are ideal for fans of Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, James Rollins, Tom Clancy, and
James Patterson, and those who enjoy intense action and intrigue with a healthy
dose of humor and a touch of romance. Readers interested in action adventure,
archaeological mysteries, historical ﬁction, men’s adventure, conspiracies and
ancient mysteries, will love the James Acton Thrillers. If spies and espionage is your
thing, then check out the CIA Special Agent Dylan Kane Thrillers for riveting
tradecraft action. And for those who prefer the team approach and Special Forces,
check out the Delta Force Unleashed series for exciting military thrills. Or maybe you
just feel like a mystery? Check out the Detective Shakespeare Mysteries for dark,
intense psychological thrillers. Into the Templars? Then the Templar Detective
Thrillers are for you!

FATE OF THE GODS (LAST DESCENDANTS: AN ASSASSIN'S CREED
NOVEL SERIES #3)
Scholastic Inc. Owen, Javier, and the rest of the Last Descendants teens uncover
their destiny in this epic third book in the trilogy based on the hit Ubisoft video
game!

ROGUE WARRIOR II
RED CELL
Beyond Words/Atria Books In the smash bestselling autobiography Rogue Warrior,
Richard Marcinko chronicled his controversial thirty-year career in the U.S. Navy's
elite maritime commandos, the SEAL teams. Marcinko rose through the ranks to
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create and command the Navy's legendary counterterrorist unit, SEAL TEAM SIX,
scoring vitories against enemies all over the globe.Pleased with his success, the chief
of Naval Operations ordered him to create RED CELL -- a dirty-dozen team of SEALs
whose mission was to inﬁltrate the Navy's most secure installations. Marcinko did his
job too well. No Navy base was safe -- no commander's billet secure. His reward was
a year in a federal penitentiary. During that year, Marcinko and John Weisman wrote
RogueWarrior. But, bound by government restrictions on classiﬁed information,
Marcinko was only able to tell a fraction of his incredible story. The tales he could not
tell, the secrets he could not reveal, now explode on the page as the Rogue Warrior
returns in the blockbuster suspense novel of the year -- a novelwith him as the hero!
He is the enemy's worst nightmare, living by the untimate commandment of
unconventional warfare -- win, by any means.He is brash, brazen, and possessed
equally of a killer charm and the capacity to become a stone-cold killer.As ROGUE
WARRIOR II: RED CELL begins, Dick Marcinko is a freelance security consultant,
playing terrorist at Tokyo's Narita Airport. Easily penetratingthe facility's defenses,
he engages in a deadly ﬁreﬁght with North Korean operatives --and makes a
discovery that plunges him into a secret war for America's national security.
Financed by traitorous Americans, smugglers are transferring nuclear materials to
North Korea through Japan. Former Secretary of Defense Grant Griﬃth, a behind the
scenes power in the Pentagon, believes that only the Rogue Warrior can stop the
operation; he convinces the Navy to recall Marcinko involuntarily to command RED
CELL. Marcinko is a legent to the SEALs of RED CELL, and they're willing to follow him
into hell -- to go anywhere and do anything to crush those who would betray America
for a price. From inﬁltrating Washington's Navy Yard oﬃces and the Navy's topsecret nuclear weapons depot in Seal Beach, California, to raiding a North Korean
Navy base in the most heavily guarded harbor in Asia, to a ﬁnal assault on a target
far out in the Paciﬁc, the Rogue Warrior and his marauding SEALs ﬁght incredible
odds and increasingly dangerous enemies.And, as time runs out, ROGUE WARRIOR II:
RED CELL races to its electrifying climax.

GALAXY ALIEN MAIL ORDER BRIDES BOOKS 1 - 3 BOX SET
QURILIXEN WORLD NOVELLAS: INTERGALACTIC DATING AGENCY
The Raven Books LLC Earth women better watch out. Things are about to heat up.
NYT Bestselling Author, Michelle M. Pillow, shows what happens when hot aliens
looking for love land in Las Vegas, the city of decadence and sin. Included in this box
set Spark Flame Blaze Spark Mining ash on a remote planet where temperatures
reach hellish degrees doesn't leave Kal (aka Spark) much room for dating. Lucky for
this hard-working man, a new corporation Galaxy Alien Mail Order Brides is ready to
help him ﬁnd the girl of his dreams. Does it really matter that he lied on his
application and really isn’t looking for long term, but rather some fast action? Earth
women better watch out. Things are about to heat up. Flame Vin (aka Flame) can't
believe he's in yet another holding cell. Stupid Earthlings wouldn't know fun if it bit
them in the hindquarters. Speaking of fun, the hot little number who claims she's a
guard at the jail has been making his body respond in ways he's very happy about. If
only she'd get on board with the plan and help him escape back to his ship. First
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she'd have to believe he's an alien. Right now she's taken to thinking he's crazy.
Blaze Sev (aka Blaze) isn't looking for commitment, but there is no way in hell he's
letting his brother go to Earth to search for a woman by himself. He's prepared to
yank the idiot out of every jailhouse and ice cream parlor (don't ask) if he has to. It
wouldn't be the ﬁrst time. He can handle a good ﬁght. But what this alpha isn't
prepared for was the hardheaded beauty determined to follow him home. What
readers are saying about the series... 5 Stars! "Funny, adventurous, and romantic.
The male aliens are funny as all get out!" 5 Stars! 'Hysterically funny, spicy and
sweet." 5 Stars! 'One of the best alien romance stories I have read!" 5 Stars! "I
laughed..I cried...I loved this book." 5 Stars! "A must read to all who enjoy alien
hotties!" Length: Long Novella/Short Novel Contemporary Alien Science Fiction
Fantasy Paranormal Romance A Qurilixen World Novella Genres: Paranormal, Science
Fiction, Fantasy, Sci-Fi, Alien Romance, Paranormal Romance, Alpha Male, Romance,
fated mates, action and adventure, romantic comedy, fantasy, sci-ﬁ, Science Fiction
& Fantasy, First Contact, alien contact, comedy, galactic romance, galactic quest,
hea, humor, humorous romance, romance, romantic adventure, sfr, sci-ﬁ romance,
space adventure, space adventure, space exploration, space romance, miner, blue
collar hero, contemporary, Las Vegas, mail order brides, interstellar romance A
Qurilixen World Novella The Qurilixen World is an extensive collection of paranormal,
fantasy, and science ﬁction romance novels by award-winning author, Michelle M.
Pillow, and includes several series installments: Dragon Lords, Lords of the Var,
Space Lords, Captured by a Dragon-shifter, Galaxy Alien Mail Order Brides, Dynasty
Lords, Qurilixen Lords, and more. Intergalactic Dating Agency

BATTLETECH LEGENDS: WARRIOR: EN GARDE
THE WARRIOR TRILOGY, BOOK ONE
Catalyst Game Labs ’MECHS AT THE READY… Betrayed by his own House and
stripped of his rank, exiled Mechwarrior Justin Allard is given one last chance to save
his honor—by risking his life in the gladiatorial arenas of Solaris VII. But his newest
Game World opponent—more skilled at 'Mech-to-'Mech combat than any other
rival—raises the stakes even higher. It's Philip Capet, former mechwarrior in the
Davion military—until he was kicked out by none other than Justin Allard before his
own unfortunate fall from grace. Both Justin and Philip face ﬁerce battles, but in the
Inner Sphere, where nobles have schemed for centuries to win the ultimate power,
those who interfere with the Successor Lords are sometimes called heroes. And
sometimes called victims…

CASSETTE BOOKS
HAMMER OF GOD
Hachette UK In Ethrea, Rhian sits upon a precarious throne. Deﬁant dukes who won't
accept her rule threaten the stability of her kingdom. Dexterity has been banished
from her court in disgrace. The blue-haired slave Zandakar, the man she thought
was her friend, has been revealed as the son of a woman sworn to destroy her world.
And Rhian's husband, King Alasdair, is unsure of her love. The trading nations refuse
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to believe Mijak is a threat, and promise reprisals if she dares protect her realm.
Only Emperor Han of mysterious Tzhung-tzhungchai knows that the danger from
Mijak is real. But is he an ally, or an enemy in disguise? As she struggles to learn the
truth, and keep her embattled crown, the murderous warhost of Mijak advances . . .
The Hammer of God is the stunning ﬁnale in the Godspeaker trilogy, the new fantasy
blockbuster from an author who is taking the fantasy world by storm.

HER DARK HALF
Sourcebooks, Inc. Trevor Maxwell Coyote shifter with an attitude Covert operator
Trusts no one, especially his devastatingly beautiful new partner Alina Bosch Former
CIA, newest operative on the covert team Hired to spy on her partner Motto: "Never
be deceived again." Coyote shifter Trevor Maxwell is teamed up with CIA agent Alina
Bosch to catch a killer. But when the mission becomes much more dangerous than
they expected, they're going to have to ignore the attraction between them and
learn how to trust one another to come out on the other side... X-Ops Series: Her
Perfect Mate (Book 1) Her Lone Wolf (Book 2) Her Wild Hero (Book 3) Her Fierce
Warrior (Book 4) Her Rogue Alpha (Book 5) Her True Match (Book 6) Her Dark Half
(Book 7) What People Are Saying: "Just as fresh and fun as the ﬁrst."—Booklist for
Her Rogue Alpha "Sexy, smart and suspenseful—Paige Tyler just keeps getting
better!"—HELENKAY DIMON, award-winning author for Her Fierce Warrior "X-Ops
action continues and gets even better."—Fresh Fiction for Her Rogue Alpha

ROGUE WARRIOR
No one knows for sure who Richard Yokely worked for in the past - the Army, the CIA,
DEA, NSA - he has carried out missions for them all. But now he works for Grey Fox,
the super secret agency that takes care of business that the White House would
prefer to keep under wraps. A vicious killer has been attacking schools in America,
killing without mercy. And when it looks like the killer might be a former special
forces soldier who has gone rogue, Yokely could be the only man who can stop him.
Praise for Stephen Leather's Dan "Spider" Shepherd series: Let Spider draw you into
his web, you won't regret it. -- The Sun The sheer impetus of his storytelling is
damned hard to resist. -- Daily Express A master of the thriller genre. -- Irish Times

HER WILD HERO
Sourcebooks, Inc. "This series gets better and better."-RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 Stars
on Her Lone Wolf Name: Kendra Carlsen Rank: Trainer, Dept. of Covert Ops
Objective: Get out of the oﬃce and into the ﬁeld Name: Declan MacBride Rank:
Tracker, Dept. of Covert Ops Status: Bear Shifter Objective: Protect Kendra at all
costs The steamy Costa Rican jungle brings out the bear in Declan MacBride when he
and new operative Kendra Carlsen are ambushed. In the midst of relying on each
other to survive, and ﬁghting his explosive attraction to Kendra, this shifter is about
to lose control... X-Ops Series Her Perfect Mate (Book 1) Her Lone Wolf (Book 2) Her
Secret Agent (novella) Her Wild Hero (Book 3) Her Fierce Warrior (Book 4) Her Rogue
Alpha (Book 5) Her True Match (coming March 2017) Praise for Paige Tyler's X-Ops
series: "A wild, hot, and sexy ride. I loved it!"-Terry Spear, USA Today bestselling
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author of A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing "Dangerously sexy and satisfying."-Virna DePaul,
New York Times bestselling author of the Belladonna Agency series

BOOKS IN PRINT
HER LONE WOLF
Sourcebooks, Inc. "Nonstop action and hair-raising storytelling done well. This series
gets better and better."-RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 Stars Leaving him was Impossible...
It took everything she had for FBI Special Agent Danica Beckett to walk away from
the man she loved. But if she wants to save his life, she has to keep her distance.
Now, with a killer on the loose and the stakes higher than ever before, the
Department of Covert Ops is forcing these former lovers into an uneasy
alliance...whether they like it or not. Seeing her again is even worse The last thing
Clayne Buchanan wants is to be shackled to the woman who broke his heart. She
gets under his skin in a way no one ever has and makes him want things he has no
right to anymore. All he has to do is suﬀer through this case and he can be free of
her for good. But when Clayne ﬁnds out why Danica left in the ﬁrst place, everything
he's tried to bury comes roaring back-and there's no way this wolf shifter is going to
let her get away this time. X-Ops Series Her Perfect Mate (Book 1) Her Lone Wolf
(Book 2) Her Secret Agent (novella) Her Wild Hero (Book 3) Her Fierce Warrior (Book
4) Her Rogue Alpha (Book 5) Her True Match (coming March 2017) Praise for Her
Perfect Mate: "A wild, hot, and sexy ride. I loved it!"-Terry Spear, USA Today
bestselling author of A SEAL in Wolf's Clothing "Absolutely perfect. One of the best
books I've read in years."-Kate Douglas, bestselling author of the Wolf Tales series

THE TEMPLAR DETECTIVE AND THE SERGEANT'S SECRET
A TEMPLAR DETECTIVE THRILLER, BOOK #3
UnderMill Press *** FROM USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR J. ROBERT KENNEDY ***
HAS ONE TEMPLAR’S LOYALTY FALTERED, OR IS SOMETHING MORE SINISTER AT
PLAY? When Templar Knight Sir Marcus de Rancourt’s sergeant and best friend,
Simon Chastain, expresses doubts about the new life they have undertaken, Marcus
urges him to seek out the family he hasn’t seen in over 25 years, then choose his
own path to follow. But when his trusted sergeant doesn’t return, Marcus knows
something must be wrong, for he refuses to believe decades of loyalty and service
would be abandoned without any word. Determined to ﬁnd out what has happened,
Marcus leaves in search of his missing sergeant, and quickly becomes entangled in a
web of lies and deceit decades in the making. From USA Today bestselling author J.
Robert Kennedy comes The Templar Detective and the Sergeant’s Secret, a pulsepounding tale of historical intrigue, packed with mystery, suspense, and humor,
perfect for fans of edge-of-your-seat thrillers in the style of Dan Brown, Clive Cussler,
and James Rollins. Get your copy of The Templar Detective and the Sergeant’s
Secret today, and discover whether a forgotten childhood tragedy ends one man’s
life of honorable service to his Lord and the Knights Templar.
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SLAVE, WARRIOR, QUEEN (OF CROWNS AND GLORY—BOOK 1)
Morgan Rice “Morgan Rice has come up with what promises to be another brilliant
series, immersing us in a fantasy of valor, honor, courage, magic and faith in your
destiny. Morgan has managed again to produce a strong set of characters that make
us cheer for them on every page.…Recommended for the permanent library of all
readers that love a well-written fantasy.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding Rise of the Dragons) From #1 Bestselling author Morgan Rice comes a
sweeping new fantasy series. 17 year old Ceres, a beautiful, poor girl in the Empire
city of Delos, lives the harsh and unforgiving life of a commoner. By day she delivers
her father’s forged weapons to the palace training grounds, and by night she
secretly trains with them, yearning to be a warrior in a land where girls are forbidden
to ﬁght. With her pending sale to slavehood, she is desperate. 18 year old Prince
Thanos despises everything his royal family stands for. He abhors their harsh
treatment of the masses, especially the brutal competition—The Killings—that lies at
the heart of the city. He yearns to break free from the restraints of his upbringing,
yet he, a ﬁne warrior, sees no way out. When Ceres stuns the court with her hidden
powers, she ﬁnds herself wrongfully imprisoned, doomed to an even worse life than
she could imagine. Thanos, smitten, must choose if he will risk it all for her. Yet,
thrust into a world of duplicity and deadly secrets, Ceres quickly learns there are
those who rule, and those who are their pawns. And that sometimes, being chosen is
the worst that can happen. SLAVE, WARRIOR, QUEEN tells an epic tale of tragic love,
vengeance, betrayal, ambition, and destiny. Filled with unforgettable characters and
heart-pounding action, it transports us into a world we will never forget, and makes
us fall in love with fantasy all over again. Book #2 in OF CROWNS AND GLORY will be
released soon!

PARADISE CRIME THRILLERS BOOKS 1-3
VIGILANTE JUSTICE THRILLER SERIES
Neal Enterprises INC Paradise can’t contain a woman out for justice. Sophie Ang has
escaped a dark past to right wrongs as a crime ﬁghter, and she won’t let anything
stand in her way. WIRED IN: The tale of Sophie’s development of a cutting-edge
rogue computer program, DAVID, and her discovery of a cyber vigilante whom she
may, or may not, be able to bring to justice. WIRED ROGUE: An untouchable cult
deep in the jungle has a leader who might be a stone-cold wife killer, and his
children slave labor. Only Sophie can get them out and ﬁnd their missing
mothers—and along the way, solve the puzzle of The Ghost. WIRED HARD: A buried
royal Hawaiian island in Lahaina on Maui attracts mysterious burglary attempts, and
gets deadly fast once Sophie’s on the case. As she solves a twisted murder with ties
to the archaeological dig, she must also tangle with a nightmare from her past. Grab
the ﬁrst three books of the Paradise Crime Series bundled for a twisty, intelligent
thrill ride: "Girl with the Dragon Tattoo becomes female Jack Reacher...in Hawaii!"
“Very suspenseful! These books move along at a fast pace with many twists and
turns. The main character is smart and a warrior.” ~James S, Goodreads
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MIDNIGHT AWAKENING
Hachette UK He has resisted temptation for centuries - until he meets someone
whose heart is as frozen as his... With a dagger in her hand and vengeance on her
mind, Elise Chase prowls Boston's streets in search of retribution against the Rogue
vampires who took from her everything she cherished. Using her psychic gift she
stalks her prey, well aware that the power she possesses is destroying her. She must
learn to harness this gift and for that she can turn to only one man - the vampire
Tegan. Tegan is no stranger to loss and he knows fury, but when he slays his
enemies it is with ice in his veins. He is perfect in his self-control - until Elise seeks
his aid. An unholy alliance is forged, one which will plunge them into a tempest of
danger, desire, and the darkest passions of the heart...

OFFICIAL OVERSTREET COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE
House of Collectibles Lists current prices for comic books and oﬀers advice on
collecting, storing, and selling them

HUNTER ELITE SERIES
BUNDLE 1: BOOKS 1 - 3
Seize The Night Publishing Agency This bundle contains the ﬁrst three books of the
Hunter Elite Series. Hunting The Past: Arienna Austin is a girl on a mission. Her family
was murdered by vampires ﬁve years ago and she has trained long and hard to
become a hunter. She ﬁnally encounters the nest of bloodsuckers who ruined her life
and she intends to exact her revenge on them all. In a horrible twist of fate, she
becomes one of the very creatures she’s been stalking and her entire world is turned
upside down. If the hunters who took her in and trained her learn what she has
turned into, she will become their next target. A chance encounter with a sexy
Scottish hunter changes everything. Connor McAllister is more than he seems. He is
a shapeshifter who works for a secret organisation known as the Hunter Elite. Ari is
exactly the sort of creature the team needs on their side. That is if the supernatural
monster killers allow her to live. She must prove she isn’t a danger to humans, or
she suspects that she won’t leave their compound alive. Hunting The Truth: Ari has a
choice to make that could change everything between herself and her ghostly best
friend. She must decide whether to tell Jonah about his past, or to let him remain
clueless about how he’d come to be haunting the Hunter Elite’s mansion. She can’t
predict if the knowledge will set him free, or if it will have dire consequences. When
the team visits Spencer Von Hades’ mansion, Ari senses something is very wrong
from the moment she steps inside the mysterious house. While none of her friends
see anything strange, she knows it is dangerous and potentially deadly. A creepy
butler lurks within the halls and he is just as strange as the house itself. When
vampires attack several families in one town, Ari and Connor are sent to assist Jake
Everett and his hunters to track them down. Bloodsuckers are increasing in numbers
and seem to be coordinating with each other. It is unheard of for the undead to
congregate and they suspect something terrible is brewing in the supernatural
underworld. They need to ﬁnd out more so they can stop their diabolical plans.
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Hunting A Master: In order to learn more about their adversary, Ari joins Spencer on
a secret mission to question a master vampire. Their hope is that the bloodsucker
will be able to give them some insights into Morgwen’s plans. It won’t be easy to
extract the information from their ancient captive, but Von Hades is determined to
get the answers they need. He will use Ari as his tool to achieve his ends no matter
the cost to her. When the Hunter Elite are sent on their next mission, they encounter
a nest of monsters that have never existed before. More and more new creatures are
cropping up, but they don’t know where they are coming from, or how to stop the
inﬂux. A disturbing pattern is emerging, but they don’t have all the pieces to solve
this puzzle yet. Even with the chaos that is looming over the horizon, Ari knows she
won’t face it alone. Her bond with Connor has deepened beyond either of their
expectations, but it comes with risks. If word about their forbidden relationship
spreads throughout the supernatural community, it could result in dangerous
repercussions for them both.

A FLUSH OF DIAMONDS
Lmbpn Publishing Rare gemstones in a casino is catnip to criminals. Ruby Achera will
need Idryll the tiger-woman and Morrigan the archer to suit up and protect the
exhibit at Spirits Casino. But who is the mysterious ﬁgure leading the criminal
enterprise? Can Ruby get back to Oriceran in time to fulﬁll a prophecy? Being in two
places at once will take a team. Diana Sheen, Rath the troll, and the Federal Agents
of Magic are back for tech support. Don't look now, but a former foe has also
returned and is looking to cause trouble. Will Ruby save Magic City? For action,
magic, snarky banter, martial arts, mystical creatures, and high intrigue, join Ruby
and her allies in Magic City! Scroll up and click the Buy Now button and read it today.

WARRIOR'S WOMAN
Harper Collins “If you’re looking for sensuality, you won’t be disappointed in Johanna
Lindsey.” —Chicago Tribune A classic romance novel from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Johanna Lindsey, Warrior’s Woman boldly goes where no romantic
ﬁction has gone before! An ingenious blend of sizzling passion, paranormal romance,
and science ﬁction romantic fantasy, Warrior’s Woman travels far into the
future—where a fearless intergalactic traveler hoping to save her endangered home
world seeks a champion on a planet of strapping barbarians…and ﬁnds herself
making very physical contact with a truly magniﬁcent savage.

THE INNOCENT MAGE
Orbit "The Innocent Mage is come, and we stand at the beginning of the end of
everything." Being a ﬁsherman like his father isn't a bad life, but it's not the one that
Asher wants. Despite his humble roots, Asher has grand dreams. And they call him to
Dorana, home of princes, beggars?and the warrior mages who have protected the
kingdom for generations. Little does Asher know, however, that his arrival in the city
is being closely watched by members of the Circle, people dedicated to preserving
an ancient magic. Asher might have come to the city to make his fortune, but he will
ﬁnd his destiny.
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